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ABSTRACT MITRE ATT&CK is a comprehensive knowledge-base of adversary tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTP) based on real-world attack scenarios. It has been used in different sectors, such as
government, academia, and industry, as a foundation for threat modeling, risk assessment, and defensive
strategies. There are valuable insights within MITRE ATT&CK knowledge-base that can be applied to
various fields and applications, such as risk assessment, threat characterization, and attack modeling.
No previous work has been devoted to the comprehensive collection and investigation of statistical insights
of the MITRE ATT&CK dataset. Hence, this work aims to extract, analyze, and represent MITRE ATT&CK
statistical insights providing valuable recommendations to improve the security aspects of Enterprise,
Industrial Control Systems (ICS), and mobile digital infrastructures. For this purpose, we conduct a
hierarchical analysis starting from MITRE ATT&CK threat profiles toward the list of techniques in the
MITRE ATT&CK database. Finally, we summarize our key findings while providing recommendations that
will pave the way for future research in the area.

INDEX TERMS Cyber security, MITRE ATT&CK, advanced persistent threat, cyber threat analysis, cyber
threat intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION
With continuous digitization, interconnectivity, and smart-
ness of various environments and infrastructures, such as
homes, organizations, Industrial Control Systems (ICS),
etc., the importance of modeling existing and emerging
cyber-threats has significantly escalated in today’s world.
Adversaries increasingly employ sophisticated strategies
to exploit vulnerabilities and weaknesses in the digital
environment, making it very difficult for cyber security
detection and analysis solutions to identify and prevent
their malicious activities. To address this challenge, one
major solution is access to a comprehensive knowledge-base
of adversary tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP)
continuously updated based on emerging cyber threats.

MITRE ATT&CK is a publicly available knowledge-base
of adversary TTP based on real-world observations that
are classified as groups or Advanced Persistent Threats
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(APTs) [1]. It provides various information regarding APTs’
motivations, interests, targeted regions, and used tactics and
techniques. Each TTP in MITRE ATT&CK comes with a
mitigation strategy that provides solutions to protect critical
infrastructures. Therefore, it can help reliably predict and
mitigate various types of threat that attackers pursue after
an initial intrusion. MITRE ATT&CK has been widely
used for threat modeling and risk assessment by numerous
cyber-security products and service providers both in the
private and public sectors. By studying MITRE ATT&CK
knowledge-base and extracting its statistical insights, signif-
icantly valuable recommendations and defensive strategies
can be issued that cyber security experts can apply to digital
products, solutions, and services.

To enrich MITRE ATT&CK knowledge-base, on the
one hand, individuals and organizations continuously share
various threat intelligence data and information such that
cyber security professionals integrate this information into
the knowledge-base as threat profiles, tactics, techniques,
etc. On the other hand, cyber security researchers and
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professionals have attempted to correlate MITRE ATT&CK
knowledge-base with other information sources, such as
MITRE Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE)§ [2],
[3], MITRE Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Clas-
sification (CAPEC)§ [4], [5], National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST)§ [6], systemLogs/Audits [7], [8], [9],
security reports [10], [11], [12], etc.

MITRE ATT&CK knowledge-base covers TTP related
to various environments and technologies, including enter-
prises, Industrial Control Systems (ICS), smartphones, and
Internet of Things (IoT). Hence, it is considered a highly
reliable source of threat information that can be utilized in
the modeling and study of various cyber threats within a
wide range of sectors. Often, the MITRE ATT&CK TTP are
applied to associate malware with a specific family of attacks
(e.g., spyware and Trojan), and this mapping to TTP helps
characterize zero-day malware.

Given its empirical nature, MITRE ATT&CK cannot
be described by omni-comprehensive mathematical models.
Indeed, the ATT&CK matrix is a database of elementary
malicious actions extracted from previous real-world attacks.
Although MITRE ATT&CK allows the break-down of (old
and new) cyber security attacks into building blocks, no pre-
vious contributions have been made towards mathematical
modeling.

A major research gap in the literature is to perform a
comprehensive statistical analysis of the MITRE ATT&CK
dataset and represent its hidden insights to be applied by
experts in various contexts. To address this shortcoming,
in this research, we conduct an analytical and statistical study
of MITRE ATT&CK dataset to extract and represent hidden
insights related to threat profiles, domains, motivations, target
platforms, target sectors, tactics and techniques that help
to improve public and expert knowledge about recent and
emerging threats.

Contributions. The major contributions of this paper are
as following:

• We provide the results of an analytical study on MITRE
ATT&CK knowledge-base entities to show how they are
correlated and the type of relationships thus providing
insights about threat profiles, tactics, techniques, and
groups.

• For each key entity in MITRE ATT&CK knowledge-
base, we statistically represent its relationship with other
entities and list potential insights.

• We provide several recommendations in the discussion
section to be utilized for detection, prediction, preven-
tion, and mitigation purposes.

Roadmap. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section II is dedicated to background knowledge
about the MITRE ATT&CK framework. In Section III,
we discuss the related work. Section IV describes the

§https://cve.mitre.org/
§https://capec.mitre.org/
§https://www.nist.gov/

under analysis dataset and corresponding terminology in this
research. In Section V, we present our research methodology.
Section VI describes in detail our statistical analysis and the
list of insights extracted. Section VII summarizes the key
findings of our research. Finally, Section VIII draws some
concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND
MITRE ATT&CK refers to MITRE Adversarial Tactics,
Techniques, and Common Knowledge. It was created in
2013 after the Fort Meade Experiment (FMX), in which a
group of researchers simulated a scenario that involved both
attackers and defenders. The objective of the experiment was
to enhance the forensic analysis of attacks by studying the
behavior patterns of the adversaries. The MITRE ATT&CK
framework serves as a repository of malicious activities in
the real world, classified into groups or Advanced Persistent
Threats (APTs). An APT is characterized by a sequence
of malicious activities that represent the adversary’s behav-
ior. Taking into account the bottom-up perspective, these
malicious activities are executed using specific procedures
providing low-level and detailed descriptions of techniques,
which are the methods employed by adversaries to achieve
their goals. Techniques are further classified into tactics,
which represent the adversary’s highest-level description of
the behavior. Therefore, an APT achieves its objective by
implementing a sequence of malicious activities that can
be modeled as Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP).
Fig. 1 shows the typical arrangement of the ATT&CKmatrix,
with tactics organized in columns and techniques organized
in rows. Tactics are logically ordered from left to right,
highlighting the possible phases that occur during an attack.

The MITRE ATT&CK framework encompasses three
technology domains: Enterprise, Mobile, and ICS. Each
domain is associated with different tactics and techniques,
although some minor overlaps may exist. These domains
are fundamentally different from each other, leading to
variations in adversarial behavior. The attack surfaces and
the adversaries’ objectives also differ among these domains,
necessitating customized tactics, techniques, and procedures.

The Enterprise domain is the most extensive, consisting
of 191 techniques and 385 sub-techniques. It covers multiple
platforms such as Windows, Linux, macOS, and others. This
domain is rich in attacks as a result of its broad technological
scope. It encompasses platforms like Windows, macOS,
Linux, Cloud, Network, and Containers. Additionally, it is
the only domain that includes specific techniques (within
2 tactics) for analyzing preparatory adversarial activities
(PRE-ATT&CK). In particular, entry points in the ATT&CK
matrix such as Search Open Websites/Domains and Search
Victim-Owned Websites (Reconnaissance) are indicative
of social engineering tactics commonly employed in this
domain. Typical adversary objectives in the enterprise
domain include Data Destruction, Disk Wipe, and Service
Stop (Impact), which are techniques frequently utilized by
adversaries in enterprise scenarios.
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FIGURE 1. MITRE ATT&CK matrix lay-out for Enterprise domain: tactics are organized by columns while techniques by rows.

The Mobile domain encompasses a total of 66 techniques
and 41 sub-techniques, with its primary objective being
the behavioral analysis of attacks targeting smartphones
and related devices. The widespread use of smartphones to
access and share personal and corporate data, such as in the
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) model, has significantly
expanded the attack surface and increased associated threats.
Consequently, a multitude of attacks have been developed
specifically for smartphones, with a growing focus on
targeting users’ organizations due to the vulnerabilities
present in these devices. To address this scenario, the mobile
ATT&CK matrix specifically considers attack behavior that
exploits common entry points in smartphones, such as
Lockscreen Bypass and Supply Chain Compromise (Initial
Access). Furthermore, it aims to identify targets that go
beyond the user’s data, such as Input Injection and Data
Encrypted for Impact (Impact).
Industrial Control Systems (ICSs) refer to a domain

comprising 78 techniques without any sub-techniques. In the
context of modern cyber-physical systems, the convergence
of Information Technology (IT) and Operational Technology
(OT) is occurring through emerging models of fog and edge
computing. This convergence involves connecting the OT
infrastructure to the network with processing capabilities,
allowing the utilization of AI techniques in certain cases.
Consequently, it enables seamless integration of data-centric
computing (IT) with monitoring and sensing of the physical

world (OT). Although the integration of OT and IT improves
the effectiveness and efficiency of industrial processes, it also
presents an unprecedented opportunity for adversaries. They
can now transition between these twoworlds, thereby increas-
ing their potential to disrupt the physical environment by
launching cyber attacks. The ICS ATT&CKmatrix addresses
this IT-OT relationship by encompassing attack behaviors
that originate in the IT world, such as Spearphishing
attachment, Wireless Compromise, and Internet Accessible
Devices (Initial access). These attacks culminate in physical
impacts within the OT world, such as Damage to Property,
Denial of Control, and Loss of Safety (Impact).

The ATT&CK matrix undergoes updates approximately
every 6 months, with significant changes occurring since
its initial launch as a wiki in 2015. At the time of writing
this manuscript, the matrix has reached version 12. One
notable major change was the introduction of PRE-ATT&CK
in 2017, which encompasses tactics and techniques for
describing adversarial behavior before the actual deployment
of an attack. Subsequently, PRE-ATT&CK was integrated
into the ATT&CK framework as the Reconnaissance and
Resource Development columns. Furthermore, in July 2017,
Linux and macOS were incorporated into the framework.
In October 2019, ATT&CK for cloud was added, specifically
addressing cloud-based Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
Finally, in 2020, ATT&CK for Industrial Control Systems
(ICSs) was introduced.
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III. RELATED WORK
During recent years, MITRE ATT&CK framework and
dataset have shown the potential to be used for various appli-
cations, such as modeling cyber threats, risk assessments,
and mainly for cyber attack detection, prediction, prevention,
and mitigation. In this section, we briefly review MITRE
ATT&CK framework and its dataset usage within recent
research work.

Researchers have widely used MITRE ATT&CK in
their projects. Wang et al. in [13] introduce a three-layer
model, including the goal, behavior, and capability layers,
to analyze the statistical characteristics of the APT groups.
For this purpose, they use the MITRE ATT&CK dataset to
construct a knowledge-base at a behavioral level to calculate
similarities among APT groups in order to discover potential
communities. This helps security experts to quickly analyze
cyber attack behaviors by constructing the whole picture of
the attacks. Nisioti et al. in [14] use Bayesian games based on
the game theory framework to study the interaction between
a cyber forensic investigator and a cyber security attacker.
Accordingly, a game-theoretic decision support framework
is introduced. They use MITRE ATT&CK Structured Threat
Information Expression (STIX) [15] repository as one of the
sources of threat reports to design case studies to evaluate
their proposed model. In [16], the same authors introduce a
data-driven decision support framework, called DISCLOSE,
for cyber forensic investigation optimization. DISCLOSE
is evaluated using MITRE ATT&CK knowledge-base and
the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS). In [17]
leverage the machine-readable representation of the STIX
2.1 model of MITRE ATT&CK Groups knowledge-base in
order to query various types of contextual and threat intel-
ligence information, such as group motivations, countries
of origin, and targeted sectors and countries. They used
this information to study the behaviors and activities of the
groups.

Some research works have correlated MITRE ATT&CK
with other information sources. Wu et al. in [18] propose
a framework, called GroupTracer, to automatically observe
and predict complex IoT attacks based on ATT&CK matrix.
The proposed framework identifies attack activities using IoT
honeypots and retrieves complementary information from the
corresponding logs. Next, it maps the attack behaviors to
the ATT&CK matrix to perform automatic extraction of the
TTP profiles. An Industrial Control Systems Threat Hunting
Framework (ICS-THF) for the early detection of cyber threats
of ICS is proposed in [10]. In the proposed framework, Cyber
Threat Intelligence (CTI) is extracted from the actions of
identified adversaries. Straub in [19] introduce the Black-
board Architecture Cyber Command Entity Attack Route
(BACCER) which is a generalized approach to model and
analyze framework/paradigm-based attacks. In this work, the
authors propose to combine rules and facts that demonstrate
attack types and the corresponding decision-making logic
with actions. Ampel et al. in [3] propose a self-distillation

model called the CVE Transformer (CVET) that aims to
label CVEs based on information from theMITREATT&CK
knowledge-base. CVET includes a fine-tuned distillation
model that is the result of using a pre-trained language
model called RoBERTa [20]. Huang et al. in [8] propose a
MITRE ATT&CK-based malicious behavior analysis system
(MAMBA) incorporating ATT&CK knowledge-base into
neural network models for MS Windows malware detection.
This work exploits Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) for
the analysis of several malware. The goal is to discover
malicious activities and corresponding TTP by analyzing
the execution trace associated with the malware under the
Windows operating system. In [21], the authors propose
a fingerprint for mobile-sensor APT detection framework
(FORMAP) based on the correlation between the MITRE
ATT&CK knowledge-base, the mobile sensors, and the
attack trees. The goal of the proposed framework, namely
FORMAP, is to improve security awareness to detect APT
attacks on smartphones. Chierzi and Mercês in [22] propose
an approach to keep track of the evolution path of the
techniques and capabilities employed by IoT Linux malware.
For this purpose, they leverage MITRE ATT&CK matrix to
discover and characterize current threats (also covering pre-
and post-exploitation aspects) and provide useful insights.
Fairbanks et al. in [23] propose an approach to automate
the identification and location of TTP in a Control Flow
Graph (CFG) by using Graph Machine Learning techniques
on Android Malware. The authors believe that identifying
sub-graphs in the malware CFG provides insights about
malware behavior and corresponding mitigation strategies.
Georgiadou et al. in [24] propose to correlate a well-defined
set of characteristics that includes organizational and indi-
vidual characteristics with the MITRE ATT&CK framework
TTP and vulnerability databases. In this work, a mul-
tidisciplinary security culture framework covering attack
patterns of theMITREATT&CKmatrix, designed for critical
infrastructures is being evaluated. Kwon et al. in [6] propose
an attack-defense mapped framework called Cyber Threat
Dictionary (CTD), linking MITRE ATT&CK matrix to the
NIST framework. The two major components of CTD are
its search engine, which provides details and solutions
to deal with an attack, and its suggestion component,
which issues appropriate solutions. Legoy et al. in [25]
propose an automated cyber threat report analysis tool called
rcATT, to extract valuable security information from Cyber
Threat Reports (CTRs). In order to automate information
extraction from CTRs, the authors investigate multilabel
text classification techniques and map them to the MITRE
ATT&CK tactics and techniques. Mavroeidis and Bromander
in [26] use MITRE ATT&CK knowledge-base to propose
a CTI model enabling security analysts to analyze cyber
threats. The authors discuss a significant need for an ontology
for CTI, and list existing difficulties toward proposing
such an ontology, such as lack of standard data represen-
tation, comprehensive terminology list, and their layered
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hierarchical relationships. Parmar and Domingo in [27]
describe NATO Allied Command Transformation (ACT)
and NATO Communication and Information Agency (NCI
Agency) experiments that focus on using deception tech-
niques, such as honeypots, to capture and analyze attack-
ers’ activities data. In particular, the MITRE ATT&CK
knowledge-base has been utilized during the experiments
to identify known adversary patterns and to be correlated
with the collected traffic in order to provide the required
information for responsible commanders. Kim et al. in [11]
propose an automated methodology to classify mobile
malware using MITRE ATT&CK knowledge-base. For this
purpose, they utilize mathematically vectorized ATT&CK
matrix for each TPP to calculate similarities and com-
pare Indicators of Compromise (IoC). Consequently, they
provide complementary insights and reduce false positive
phenomena.

MITRE ATT&CK knowledge-base has been employed
in risk assessment and threat modeling research [28], [29],
[30], [31], [32], [33]. Ahmed et al. in [34] propose a
hybrid cyber risk assessment methodology based on (i) the
vulnerability-oriented approach, (ii) asset/impact-oriented
approach, (iii) threat-oriented approach. This work combines
the MITRE ATT&CK repository with attack graphs to
calculate the probability of attacks and their potential success
rate. Xiong et al. in [35] uses the MITRE Enterprise
ATT&CK matrix to propose a threat modeling language,
called enterpriseLang, for enterprise security. The proposed
threat modeling language, which is a Domain Specific
Language (DSL), is designed based on the Meta Attack
Language (MAL) framework [36] and concentrates on
representing system assets, asset associations, attack phases,
and defense strategies. Choi et al. in [37] propose an
automatic attack sequence generation approach consistent
with MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques to define and
deploy an attack dataset. In this research, the authors consider
three aspects of a qualified attack sequence generation: (i)
reproducibility, (ii) diversity, and (iii) reality. Accordingly,
they propose an attack sequence generation approach that
uses Hidden Markov Models (HMM) as its core compo-
nent. The authors of [38] leverage the MITRE ATT&CK
knowledge-base to propose an Attack Specific Language
(ASL) that provides a unified representation for all cyber-
threat scenarios. ASL provides information and knowledge
about attack techniques in a brief format that streamlines
and automates the malicious activities of threat and challenge
execution. Pell et al. in [39] proposes an approach to extend
MITRE ATT&CK knowledge-base by adding a list of 5G
related cyber-threat techniques. This research investigates the
knowledge sharing between early 5G network threat analysis
and adversarial TTP of MITRE ATT&CK knowledge-base,
and it proposes solutions to bridge these gaps. It analyzes the
knowledge and theoretical shortcomings of current 5G tech-
nology enablers (e.g., Software-defined networking (SDN)
and network functions virtualization (NFV)). A formal
method that models cyber security concepts from both the

attacker and the defender points of view is proposed in [40].
For this purpose, two persistent graphs are generated: (i) the
execution of the attacker’s procedures mapped to the MITRE
ATT&CK framework, (ii) the exposed resources during the
execution of the attacker’s procedures. The graphs help to
reduce false positive alarm rates for defenders.

IV. DATASET AND TERMINOLOGY
In this section, we introduce the terminology that we will
adopt in the remainder of the paper while describing the
details of our dataset. Our dataset has two main tables:
(i) Threat Profiles and (ii) Threat Profiles Relationships. The
dataset generated for the analysis proposed in this work can
be requested by email to the authors. First, we describe the
dataset preparation procedure. Next, we define the columns
of each table.

A. DATASET GENERATION
We considered theMITREATT&CK dataset Version 12.1 for
Enterprise, ICS and Mobile as Microsoft Excel files. Then,
we applied the following steps to prepare our datasets.

For the Threat Profiles dataset:
1) Starting from the relationship sheet, we filtered Source

Type column and selected Campaign, Group and
Software values. Next, we filteredMapping column and
selected Uses value. Finally, we filtered Target Type
column and selected Technique value.

2) We copied the following columns into our Threat
Profiles dataset: Source ID as Threat Profile ID, Source
Name as Threat Profile Name, Source Type, and Target
ID as Technique ID. Next, we removed the duplicates,
add a new column Domain, and populated it using
values from the input dataset.

3) We created Tactic and Platform columns and filled
their values from the input dataset by mapping them
to techniques.

4) By analyzing the description of the threat groups,
we extracted and created Threat Actor Coun-
try/Region, Targeted Country/Region, Targeted Sector
and Motivations columns. For Targeted Sector and
Motivation, we normalized and created a list of possible
sectors and common motivations.

5) We created two new columns Threat Actor Region
and Targeted Region and mapped them to each
country/region from selected naming conventions of
regions. We removed Threat Actor Country/Region and
Targeted Country/Region because they will not be used
for our analysis.

Next, for our Threat Profile Relationships dataset preparation,
we performed the following steps:

1) From MITRE ATT&CK datasets, we extracted the
following columns. From the Relationship sheet,
we filtered the Source Type column and selected Cam-
paign,Group and Software values. Next, we filtered the
Mapping column and selected the Uses value. Finally,
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we filtered the Target Type column and selected the
Software and Group values.

2) We copied Source Name as Threat Profile Name,
Source Type as Threat Profile Type, Target ID as Target
Profile ID, and Target Name as Target Profile Name.

3) We created the Domain column and populated it with
the corresponding values: Enterprise, ICS, or Mobile.

B. THREAT PROFILES
An example of the Threat Profiles table is shown in Table 1.
Each row represents a threat profile (9 in the example), while
the columns represent the attributes:

- Threat Profile ID: the ID that MITRE assigns to each
threat profile. The naming convention of ID is the type
of threat profile (G as Group, S as Software, and C
as Campaign) and a four-space numerical value. For
example, C for Campaign and 0001 form the first threat
profile ID: C0001.

- Threat Profile Name: the name that MITRE has
assigned or taken from other sources. There may be
other names or aliases for the same profile, especially the
threat groups/actorswhere multiple vendors/researchers
are attributing by time to the groups.

- Threat Profile Type: it contains the threat profile type
that MITRE has categorized: (i) Group also known as
Threat Actor, (ii) Software which indicates tools such
as malware, (iii) Campaign to describe any collection of
intrusion activity carried out during a defined time frame
targeting the same objectives and entities.

- Technique ID: this column represents techniques used
in a threat profile. The naming convention is T for
Technique and four numbers as an incremental value
(e.g. T1119).

- Domain: this column represents the domains from
MITRE ATT&CK main datasets. There are three
domains: (i) Enterprise, (ii)Mobile and (iii) ICS.

- Tactic: the value representing the main goal each
technique tries to achieve. To represent techniques
spread over multiple tactics, we have generated multiple
rows in the table.

- Platform: it represents the operating system or the
application that a technique utilizes (e.g. Cloud Admin-
istration Command is only applicable in Azure AD, and
IaaS).

- Threat Group Region: this column lists countries
suspected of hosting threat groups. Based on theMITRE
descriptions, we have mapped countries to regions (e.g.,
Japan is mapped to region East Asia). In particular,
we extracted the columns Threat Group Region, Tar-
geted Region, Targeted Sector, and Motivations from
only threat groups (neither for campaigns nor software)
as conductors of cyber attacks.

- Targeted Region: this column lists the regions targeted
by threat groups.

- Targeted Sector: this column lists the targeted
sector/industry by Threat Groups. We extracted,

normalized, andmappedmore than 110 uniquementions
of industries/sectors to 34 general ones (e.g., telecom,
telecommunication, and information technology are
mapped to the general sector of Information and
Communication Technology).

- Motivation: the column represents the motivations
behind the threats described by the MITRE researchers
in the description of threat groups. We have generalized
and mapped them into 5 main categories: (i) Espi-
onage, (ii) Financial, (iii) Cyber Warfare / Destruction,
(iv) Political or Ideological, (v) Not specified.

C. THREAT PROFILES RELATIONSHIPS
This table concentrates on the relationship between different
types of threat profiles to provide more context to our
analysis. Table 2 shows this table and its header data.

- Threat Profile Name: the name of the source threat
profile.

- Threat Profile Type: as mentioned above, it contains
the threat profile type that MITRE has categorized:
(i) Group, (ii) Software, (iii) Campaign.

- Related/Target Threat Profile ID: the ID of
related/target threat profile that is in relation to the main
Threat Profile.

- Related Threat Profile Name: the name of the
related/target threat profile.

- Domain: asmentioned above, this column represents the
domains fromMITREATT&CKmain datasets, namely:
Enterprise,Mobile and ICS.

V. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe the methodology we adopted to
analyze the MITRE ATT&CK dataset. Fig. 2 shows the con-
ceptual architecture of the MITRE ATT&CK dataset. There
are Many-to-Many relationships among the components of
the framework. Each threat group can be related to multiple
software profiles and campaigns and vice-versa. Campaigns
are led by threat actors (groups or individuals). Groups and
campaigns utilize one or more software to implement their
threat scenarios.

Only one campaign (C0024: SolarWinds Compromise) is
in relation to the group threat profiles. 13 campaigns are
related to software threat profiles, and one campaign does
not have a relationship with other threat profiles. The domain
layer defines the type of infrastructure that an APT applies to,
that is, Enterprise, ICS or Mobile, while the Platform layer
mainly specifies the type of operating system targeted by an
APT.

MITRE ATT&CK includes 22 platforms, such as different
Operating Systems (Windows, Linux, macOS), network oper-
ating system, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Software-as-
a-Service (SaaS), ICS environments, Mobile environments,
etc. that have been targeted by threat profiles. In terms of
the number of tactics and techniques, MITRE ATT&CK
Version 12.1 constitutes 16 tactics and 309 unique techniques
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TABLE 1. Threat profiles table head rows.

TABLE 2. Threat profiles relationships table head rows.

FIGURE 2. MITRE ATT&CK conceptual architecture.

observed over 860 Threat Profiles. 360 techniques are
observed in the entire spectrum of tactics.

In the following section, we investigate and analyze the
relationships between the components of this dataset and
describe our findings.

VI. MITRE ATT&CK ANALYSIS
This section describes our statistical analysis of the MITRE
ATT&CK dataset and extracted insights. Each subsection is

devoted to one specific analytical perspective or dimension.
In the following, we explain each dimension in hierarchical
order.

A. THREAT PROFILES
MITRE ATT&CK is characterized by three threat profile
types: (i) Group, (ii) Campaign, (iii) Software. Software
collects the largest number of threat profiles, while Campaign
represents the smallest. Fig. 3 illustrates the count of threat
profiles as a function of their types. The total number of
865 threat profiles comprises 717 Software, 134 Groups,
and 14 Campaigns.

FIGURE 3. Number of threat profiles as a function of their types.

Groups and campaigns may deploy software to implement
various types of threats. Fig. 4 shows the top 20 most used
Software threat types in terms of their adoption in threats
campaigns and groups.

- Mimikatz has been used by 42 threat profiles to extract
credentials in Windows platform, which indicates the
objective of the threat profiles towards persistence
or/and lateral movement.

- PsExec and Net are popular software among threat
profiles. They are pre-built inWindows OS with various
capabilities leading to achieve various objectives, such
as Lateral Movement, Persistence,Defense Evasion, etc.
It indicates that threat groups prefer those tools that do
not require any malicious download in order to avoid
being detected by the underlying network and instead
utilize valid tools to achieve the same goals.

- Although there are very low numbers of campaigns in
the dataset, they are present among the top 20 software,
and affect the most used popular software. For example,
Systeminfo is utilized by 3 campaigns, whereas without
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FIGURE 4. Top 20 software as a function of their adoption in campaigns
and groups.

these observations the position of Systeminfowould have
been degraded from position 10 to 17.

- It is worth mentioning that of the top 20 software,
there are 6 malware shared among multiple threat
profiles, namely: (i) China Chopper, (ii) Cobalt Strike,
(iii) PlugX, (iv) PoisonIvy, (v) gh0st RAT, (vi) njRAT.
China Chopper is a web-shell malware, and the rest
are Remote Access Tool (RAT). Hence, persistence
in systems to execute remote commands is the core
function of popular malware among threat groups and
campaigns.

From a different dimension, Fig. 5 illustrates MITRE
ATT&CK top 20 groups based on the number of software
usage. Here are the extracted insights:

- The software count shows threat groups’ capabilities
utilizing or employing various software to achieve their
objectives. This indicates their ability to understand
historical data and adapt to new procedures in order to
achieve their goals.

- APT29 with a significant difference uses the highest
number of software (46) compared to the second
group (27).

- The top 3 groups (APT29, APT28 and Lazarus Group)
have utilized 96 unique software, of which only 4 are
in common. This reveals their different strategies for
conducting malicious activities.

Similarly, Fig. 6 illustrates MITRE ATT&CK campaigns
and software count relationships. Due to the low number of
campaigns in the dataset (only 14 campaigns), the extracted
insights might not be appropriately generalizable. Here are
the extracted insights:

- The average software usage count is around 4, while the
highest usage count is 9 and the lowest usage count is
0 since there is one campaign that is not in a relationship
with Software threat profiles. This indicates that the

FIGURE 5. MITRE ATT&CK top 20 groups based on software usage.

FIGURE 6. MITRE ATT&CK campaigns and software count distribution.

total number of software used by threat campaigns is
distributed linearly.

- Operation Wocao and FunnyDream utilize the highest
number of software among all campaigns whereas
C0011, Frankenstein and Operation Sharpshooter uti-
lize the lowest number of software among all campaigns.
Among the top 3 threat campaigns, there are 4 software
in common, none of which is identified as malware.

B. THREAT PROFILES AND DOMAINS DISTRIBUTION
In terms of domain, MITRE ATT&CK has three major
domains that represent the type of targeted environments.
These domains are: (i) Enterprise, (ii) ICS, (iii)Mobile. Fig. 7
illustrates the domains related to MITRE ATT&CK threat
profiles. Our extracted insights are as follows:

- Fig. 7.a represents domains targeted by all threat
profiles, Enterprise domain is more dominant (85.65%)
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FIGURE 7. Threat profiles and domain distribution.

compared to ICS (3.16%) and Mobile (10.85%)
domains. This indicates that threat profiles mainly target
the enterprise domain. The main reason may be the
wider platform coverage (e.g., cloud-based, networking,
and OS) and its openness to more end-users causing a
higher variety of cyber attacks. As of these points, the
Enterprise domain has been more attractive for threat
profiles.

- Fig. 7.a shows 862 threat profiles that have targeted at
least one domain. Among them, 25 threat profiles have
targeted two domains. It is also worth mentioning that
there are 3 threat profiles that targeted the zero domain.
This may indicate that the probability for threat profiles
to target multiple domains is limited.

- Fig. 7.b represents domains targeted by Group threat
profiles, 94% of Group profiles targeted Enterprise
domain which is higher than Software and Campaign
threat profiles. This indicates that threat groups have
been identified and attributed to relying heavily on
targeting enterprises.

- Fig. 7.c represents domains targeted by Software threat
profiles. Proportionally, Software threat profiles have
targeted the Mobile domain more than Group and
Campaign threat profiles.

- Fig. 7.d shows the domains targeted by Campaign
threat profiles. In turn, Campaign threat profiles have
targeted ICS domain more than other threat profiles.
This indicates that designing attacks towards the ICS
domain is more complicated and requires more expert
knowledge.

C. THREAT PROFILES AND PLATFORMS DISTRIBUTION
MITRE ATT&CK contains information for platforms, such
as Windows, macOS, Android, PRE, Azure AD, DataHis-
torian, Office 365, IaaS, Network, Containers, etc. Figure 8
illustrates MITRE ATT&CK targeted platforms by threat
profiles. In the following, we list our insights:

- Windows, Linux and macOS operating systems are the
most considered platforms, each targeted by 88% of the
threat profiles. Network is targeted by 78% of threat
profiles. Cloud solutions have been targeted by more
than 50%, and Mobile operating systems have been
targeted by 11% of threat profiles.

- Groups mainly targeted enterprise operating systems
(95%), cloud solutions (up to 87%), and networking
(85%). ICS and Mobile platforms have not been highly
attributed to Group threat profiles.

- Software threat profiles target enterprise operating
system platforms (86%), networking platform (77%),
and cloud solution platforms (up to 62%). ICS related
platforms have rarely been targeted by software threat
profiles. Compared to other threat profiles, Software
threat profiles have targeted mobile operating systems
with a higher percentage.

- Similar to Group threat profiles and unlike Software
threat profiles, Campaign threat profiles have rarely
targeted ICS andMobile platforms.

- PRE platform also defined as the PRE-attack phase,
is mostly utilized by groups and campaigns. Its main
goals are collecting information about target environ-
ments and developing the necessary capabilities to carry
out various cyber attacks.

D. THREAT PROFILES AND TACTICS DISTRIBUTION
As described, MITRE ATT&CK framework has 16 tactics:
Reconnaissance, Resource Development, Initial Access, Exe-
cution, Persistence, Privilege Escalation, Defense Evasion,
Credential Access,Discovery, Lateral Movement,Collection,
Command and Control, Exfiltration, Impair Process Control
Inhibit Response Function and Impact. Fig. 9 illustrates the
threat profiles and tactics distribution observed in MITRE
ATT&CK dataset as a function of the domains. We observe
that:

- The most used tactics (over 70%) by threat profiles
are: Defense Evasion, Discovery, Command&Control.
Defense Evasion and Discovery tactics include the
highest number of techniques compared to other tactics.
Command&Control is one of the main tactics employed
in most of the attack scenarios.

- Reconnaissance and Resource-Development (pre-attack
phases) are among the least used tactics due to the wide
variety of assumptions. For both of them, the Enterprise
domain constitutes all the threat profiles.

- Impair-Process-Control and Inhabit-Response-Function
are the two tactics dedicated to ICS domain because
they are used mainly for operational technologies. The
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FIGURE 8. Number of threat profiles as a function of the type of platform.

FIGURE 9. All threat profiles and tactics distribution by domains.

ICS domain is not present in Credential-Access or
Exfiltration tactics because these two tactics are not
applicable to ICS domain.

- Except for two tactics that are mainly dedicated to ICS
domain, For most of the tactics, Enterprise domain
constitutes the highest percentage of threat profiles.

- The top 3 tactics used by the Mobile domain are:
Defense-Evasion, Discovery and Collection. The main
reason behind the Collection tactic is that it can be used
for all types of users and social categories that show

potential for malicious activities, such as information
collection.

Figure 10 illustrates the threat profile and tactics distribu-
tion observed inMITREATT&CKdataset representing threat
profile types too.

- The most used tactics from Group threat profiles with
more than 80% are Defense Evasion, Execution and
Initial Access.

- Exfiltration and Impact are among the least used tactics
although they are considered essential phases of cyber
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FIGURE 10. All threat profiles and tactics distribution by threat types.

FIGURE 11. All threat profiles and techniques distribution by domains.

attacks. One potential reason may be the resistance
to information sharing as a result of reputational side
effects, particularly for enterprises.

- Tactics related to the pre-attack phase along with tactics
that are unique to ICS domain have not been highly
utilized by software. In addition, Initial-Access and
Lateral-Movement are among the least employed tactics
by software threat profiles although they are still popular
among the threat groups that use these software, such as
Mimikatz, PsExec, Cobalt Strike.

- Defense-Evasion, Discovery and Command&Control
are the tactics used most frequently by more than
500 software. This indicates the amount of effort and
unique tools required to achieve such tactics.

- Top utilized tactics by Campaigns are Resources-
Development, Execution and Command&Control. Fur-
thermore, what may be interesting is that Resources-
Development is the highest (percentage-wise) detected
inCampaigns compared to other types of threat profiles.
This is due to the nature of campaigns that take into
account the time period and common objectives/targets.

E. THREAT PROFILES AND TECHNIQUES DISTRIBUTION
Techniques represent how an adversary achieves a tactical
goal by performing an action. For example, an adversary may
dump credentials to achieve credential access. Fig. 11 illus-
trates MITRE ATT&CK threat profiles and the distributions
of the top 20 techniques. Table 3 lists these top 20 techniques.

- The top 5 techniques in order are: (i) Command
and Scripting Interpreter, (ii) Ingress Tool Transfer,
(iii) Obfuscated Files or Information, (iv) Application
Layer Protocol, (v) System Information Discovery.
These techniques have been employed by more than
38% of the threat profiles and are assigned unique
tactics.

- 8 tactics are the corresponding tactics of top 20 tech-
niques: (i) Defense-Evasion (5 times), (ii) Discovery
(5 times), (iii) Execution (4 times), (iv) C&C (3 times),
(v) Privilege-Escalation (3 times), (vi) Persistence
(2 times), (vii) Collection (2 times), (viii) Credential-
Access (1 time).

- Two examples of techniques that played a key
role for threat groups, in particular, are: (i) T1204
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TABLE 3. Top 20 techniques.

(User-Execution) moved from the 16th place to the
2nd place to represent the importance of achieving the
execution tactic for threat groups, (ii) T1566 (Phishing)
moved from 23rd place to the 3rd place which indicates
the preference of threat groups towards using this
technique. It should be mentioned that techniques
related to Resource Development, Initial access and
Lateral Movement tactics are of great importance to
threat groups.

- For Software threat profiles, two new techniques
escalated into the top 20s are: T1113 (Screen Capture)
and T1543 (Create-or-Modify-System-Process). This
indicates the importance of tactics, such as Collection,
Persistence and Privilege Escalation for Software threat
profiles.

- Similar to group threat profiles, Campaign threat
profiles prefer utilizing T1566 (Phishing) technique
to achieve Initial access. Unlike other threat profiles,
T1583 (Acquire-Infrastructure) and T1588 (Obtain
Capabilities) emerge within the top 20 techniques only
for Campaign threat profiles showing the importance of
Resource Development tactic for them.

As mentioned above, threat profiles utilize various tech-
niques to conduct their malicious activities. For example,
Fig. 12 illustrates the number of unique techniques used
by all threat profiles. As we see, 6 threat profiles use
more than 60 unique techniques (5 Groups and 1 Software)
indicating the complexity of their malicious scenarios and
their significant capabilities. Around 147 threat profiles
use only three or fewer unique techniques, which repre-
sent their level of simplicity and selective tactic set to
achieve.

Figure 13 illustrates the number of occurrences of
MITRE ATT&CK techniques within all threat profiles. The
highest occurrences (e.g., more than 300 occurrences) are
very sparse and limited compared to the lowest occur-
rences part of the graph, which is highly concentrated.
This provides information for cyber security teams to

build and enhance their security controls against high-risk
techniques.

FIGURE 12. Threat profiles count over the number of unique techniques.

FIGURE 13. Frequency of MITRE ATT&CK techniques over threat profiles.

F. TACTICS AND TARGETED PLATFORMS DISTRIBUTION
Each attack scenario requires specific platforms and selected
tactics in order to carry out its activities. This section
describes the tactics and corresponding platforms within
the MITRE ATT&CK dataset. Fig. 14 illustrates MITRE
ATT&CK targeted platforms over tactics. In the following,
we list our extracted insights:

- Initial-Access tactic has been utilized for 20 platforms
(out of 22) as the top tactic. There are 2 plat-
forms that Initial-Access tactic is not applicable to:
(i) DeviceConfiguration/Parameters representing sys-
tem settings/configurations, (ii) PRE that represents the
pre-attack phase.

- Persistence and Lateral Movement tactics are the 2nd
and 3rd highest tactics, respectively. These tactics are
highly related to Initial-Access as shown in Fig. 15.
Other tactics that overlap with their compatible plat-
forms are Defense-Evasion and Discovery.

- Exfiltration tactic was observed on 6 platforms and
Impact tactic was observed in 16 platforms. Both
tactics are considered important objectives in most cyber
attacks.
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FIGURE 14. Tactics and platforms distribution.

FIGURE 15. MITRE ATT&CK tactics measured by platform types heatmap.

G. TECHNIQUES AND TARGETED PLATFORMS
DISTRIBUTION
As another analytical phase, we analyze techniques and
the corresponding targeted platforms. Figure 16 illustrates
MITRE ATT&CK techniques frequency and targeted plat-
forms distribution, and Fig. 17 illustrates the corresponding
heatmap representation. In the following, we list our extracted
insights.

- Unique techniques that use Windows Operating System
(OS) are 50% while for Linux and macOS are around
43%. As expected, popular OSs have been targeted by
most of the techniques. As 17 illustrates, these platforms
are similar not only in terms of frequency but also in
terms of the type of techniques.

- The second category is mobile operating systems, which
have been targeted by only 10% of threat profiles. This
category has more diverse techniques than other types of
platforms, such as ICS and Cloud platforms.

FIGURE 16. The count of techniques and targeted platforms distribution.

FIGURE 17. The targeted platforms measured by types of techniques
heatmap.

- Figure 17 illustrates the similarity between other
platforms as well. For instance, Office365 and Google-
Workspace have higher similarity due to the types of
services. The same description is applied to Google-
Workspace and AzureAD.

H. TACTICS-TECHNIQUES DISTRIBUTION
In MITRE ATT&CK framework, each tactic represents a
particular objective of a group of techniques. Figure 18
illustrates the distribution of MITRE ATT&CK unique
number of techniques for each tactic. Here are the extracted
insights:

- In terms of the number of techniques, the Defense-
Evasion tactic with 56 techniques includes the highest
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number of techniques. This tactic, as demonstrated in
the previous sections, is the most utilized tactic by threat
profiles. Discovery and Collection tactics with more
than 38 techniques are among the most diverse tactics.

- Although Impact tactic is one of the most diverse tactics
that includes various techniques, it has not been widely
used by threat profiles, unlike other diverse tactics.

- We see the lowest number of techniques for Pre-
attack phase (i.e. Reconnaissance and Resource Devel-
opment) and ICS (i.e. Inhibit-Response-Function and
Impair-Process-Control) tactics. Among the lowest,
we observed Exfiltration tactic despite being considered
one of the main outcomes and the last phase of most
cyber attacks.

FIGURE 18. Tactics and techniques distribution.

Figure 19 illustrates MITRE ATT&CK techniques occur-
rence over multiple tactics. In the following, we list our
insights.

FIGURE 19. Techniques occurrence over multiple tactics.

- In general, there are 338 techniques in the MITRE
ATT&CK framework. Observed techniques are 309
(Enterprise = 180,Mobile = 61, ICS = 68) and not yet
observed are 29 techniques (Enterprise = 13,Mobile =

5, ICS = 11).
- To understand techniques and their overlaps in different
tactics, the likelihood that an observed technique

achieving multiple objectives is 14%. This knowledge
can be valuable to security experts while analyzing intru-
sions in order to design appropriate countermeasures and
defense strategies.

I. THREAT GROUPS MOTIVATIONS
In this section, we describe MITRE ATT&CK dataset threat
groups’ motivations for conducting various threats. Fig. 20
illustrates MITRE ATT&CK threat groups motivations. Here
are the extracted insights:

FIGURE 20. Threat groups motivations.

- 43% of threat groups had Espionage as one of their
main motivations to carry out various cyber crimes.
However, 70% of the threat groups that have Espionage
as their motivation do not include information about
using Exfiltration tactic. This tactic is an eventual phase
of Espionage cyber attacks.

- There are 47 threat groups whose motivations have
not been clearly identified. Consequently, Financial
motivation is considered as the second motivation
with 29 threat groups. Compared to the other moti-
vations that targeted more than 20 platform types,
unexpectedly,Financialmotivation only targeted around
60% of platforms not including any ICS and Mobile
platforms.

- Overall, the main concentration of threat profiling
scope for MITRE researchers is focused on the type
of threat groups. As illustrated, Financial motivations
count significantly less than Espionage motivations.

- Cyber Warfare/Destruction motivation is associated
with only 5 threat groups. Subsequently, Political
or Ideological motivation is associated with 4 threat
groups. Both are the only motivations that used all
the tactics and are only dedicated to ICS related
tactics (Inhibit-Response-Function and Impair-Process-
Control).

- In particular, Mobile platforms have been targeted only
by threat groups that followed Espionage motivations.

- There are 64% threat profiles that have at least one
motivation. This is an essential factor in understanding
the main objective of any cyber offense.
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FIGURE 21. Targeted sectors by threat groups.

J. TARGETED SECTORS BY THREAT GROUPS
In this section, we describe the sectors targeted by threat
groups. Having information related to targeted sectors
provides valuable road-maps for security experts. Fig. 21
illustrates MITRE ATT&CK threat groups targeted sectors
while highlighting motivations. Here are the extracted
insights:

- Government sector is highly targeted with 50% of threat
groups committing various cyber offenses against this
sector. Most Espionage related threat groups target
critical/sensitive information sources of Government
and Security-and-Defense sectors despite spreading over
23 sectors.

- Noticeably, the second sector is Information and Com-
munication Technology with almost 50% of the threat
groups numbers that targeted the Government sector.
This indicates the importance of this sector for attackers.

- Financial motivation is spread over more than 15 sec-
tors. Obviously, the highest occurrence of this motiva-
tion is over theFinancial sector. Among all threat groups
with Financial motivation, 17% targeted at least one of
the highly critical sectors, such asHealthcare, Energy or
Industrial.

- 11 sectors have been targeted by Cyber-Warfare-and-
Destruction motivation including critical sectors, such
as Healthcare and Utility. The corresponding threat
groups reveal their potential capabilities targeting var-
ious critical sectors.

- 9 sectors have been targeted with Political-or-
Ideological motivation that is highly interesting to

hacktivists. 50% of the corresponding threat groups have
targeted Cyber-Warfare-and-Destruction motivation
too.

K. TARGETED REGIONS BY THREAT GROUPS
From a different perspective, in this section, we analyze
the MITRE ATT&CK dataset regarding targeted regions
by threat groups. Fig. 22 illustrates MITRE ATT&CK
targeted regions by threat groups. Moreover, Fig. 23 and
Fig. 24 illustrate MITRE ATT&CK threat groups attributed
to suspected regions. Here are the extracted insights:

FIGURE 22. Targeted regions by threat groups.
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- There are more than 70% of threat groups attributed to a
specific region. Among all regions, North-America and
Middle East-North Africa regions have been targeted
by 25% and 24% of threat groups respectively. Overall,
there is a linear distribution of the targeted regions by
the number of groups.

- Figure 23 shows that more than 60% of threat groups
have been attributed to a suspected region.

- Based on our analysis, we have observed biases while
analyzing the suspected origin of threat groups: (i)
As Fig. 24 shows, there are 7 suspected regions that
are mostly located in the eastern side of the world
compared to targeted regions that are distributed across
the globe, (ii) National Cyber Power Index 2022 [41]
have evaluated cyber offense capabilities by countries
wherein 4 of the top 10 countries have not been
attributed to any threat groups.

- It is worth mentioning that the corresponding threat
groups of suspected regions have mainly targeted their
own regions, indicating their geopolitical interests.

FIGURE 23. Suspected threat group regions.

FIGURE 24. Suspected threat group regions over map.

VII. DISCUSSION
We conducted a hierarchical and analytical study of the
MITRE ATT&CK dataset to extract its hidden insights.

This section discusses the major findings of our analysis
from different perspectives, such as the application scenario,
targeted domains, targeted sectors, motivation behind threat
groups, etc.

The insights in the previous section provide a deep
understanding of MITRE ATT&CK framework and dataset
including details, such as threat profiles, threat profile
relationships, corresponding hierarchical structures, and
mappings. We described the applications of these insights
during this analytical study to be utilized within various
contexts and environments by cyber security analysts,
incident responders, vulnerability assessors, etc. In particular,
our insights can be useful for highly important purposes, such
as cyber attack mitigation, prediction, and prevention. In the
following, we describe these purposes in detail.

Software profiles constitute a large number of threat
profiles compared to Groups and Campaigns indicating that
Groups and Campaigns have various choices of software
tools to conduct their malicious activities. Taking into
account the underlying domain, Groups and Campaigns
can utilize appropriate software to perform their cyber
activities. On the other side, organizations depending on their
domains should identify problematic software lists having
weaknesses/vulnerabilities that might be exploited by tools
that threat groups/campaigns utilize, and define appropriate
countermeasures.

Threat profiles’ preferences in domains, platforms, tactics,
and techniques provide valuable insights about strategies
and road-maps attackers follow and invest in. Accordingly,
appropriate mitigation decisions can be issued to intervene
and break the cyber attack offense cycle. As an example,
according to our analytical study, Defense Evasion is the
most common tactic employed by threat profiles to carry out
their cyber attacks. This insight helps organizations and cyber
security experts develop detection strategies or implement
countermeasures against these types of tactics and their
techniques to mitigate the corresponding attacks.

The insights provided on the motivations of threat groups
can help organizations and nations identify common global
cyber attacks and the corresponding defense strategies.
Similarly, extracting information from targeted sectors helps
identify the most important motivations for each sector
(e.g., Espionage is the most important motivation for attacks
targeting the government sector).

From application scenarios perspectives, we can apply
our analysis to various applications, such as (i) Operational
Technology, (ii) Defense, (iii) Commercial, (iv) Telecom,
(v) cyber security. Each one has its own sub-categories as
listed in Table 4.

In order to complement the extracted insights, we can cor-
relate them with other information sources, such as Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE),§ National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST),§ Common Attack Pattern

§https://cve.mitre.org/
§https://www.nist.gov/
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TABLE 4. Extracted insights application scenarios.

Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC),§ cyber security
reports, etc. The results provide complementary information
about threat groups and the corresponding countermeasures
that can help model various attacks and defenses.

The insights provided can be used for tactics and
techniques associations. For this purpose, they can be
structured as a Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) ontology and
knowledge-base to be employed within several cyber security
analysis systems within various contexts, such as analyzing
security aspects of different industrial control systems,
Internet of Things (IoT), self-driving vehicles, 5G Core
Networks (5GCN), etc. Such an ontology or knowledge-base
helps to find similar tactics and techniques exchangeable
within cyber attack scenarios and extend attack detection
scopes. Furthermore, the insights provided can be used to
label threat groups and train machine learning and deep
learning models for detection and prediction purposes. The
results can be used for automated and real-time cyber attack
detection and malware investigation purposes.

This study and its provided insights can be used for attacker
characterization. Threat groups and campaigns information
can be aggregated to define special characteristics (utilized
tactics and techniques, platforms, motivations, targeted
sectors, etc.) for each threat group and campaign so that
unique profiles can be defined accordingly. Using these
profiles, appropriate mitigation and prevention strategies can
be issued by experts. Additionally, studying these profiles can
help for risk analysis and assessment purposes.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper performed a statistical analysis of the MITRE
ATT&CK dataset and presented insights to improve the
security aspects of various digital infrastructures. For this
purpose, we have proposed a hierarchical architecture repre-
senting the involved entities, such as threat actors, software,
campaigns, domains, platforms, tactics, and techniques, in the
MITRE ATT&CK framework and their relationships within
the dataset. Finally, we have analyzed entities’ relationships
while providing high-level statistics to describe the current
landscape of cyber security attacks.

§https://capec.mitre.org/
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